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Functionality Drawings
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Entrance Detail

A slit cut along the wrinkles will 
be a self closing entrance

Reinforced patch

Rope Connection

PVC Coated Polyester Material
Light, sturdy and flexible

Translucent
5 times cheaper than PFTE coated glass

Attached to 1000
CMF Air Compressor

12mm seams are glued and 
reinforced with stitching

Seams DetailThe inflatable is anchored to 
the ground with stakes

Front Elevation: 1:200

Back Elevation: 1:200

Plan of Seams: 1:200
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Grasshopper Script
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1) Input Mesh 
from Rhino

3) Divide mesh 
into quads

4) Triangualte 5) Deconstruct Mesh 
into Vertices+Faces

9) Flatten+Merge 
inputs

6) Use list item to get 
the vertices per face

7) Input points into 
Pressure

8) Create springs to 
resist this pressure force

2) Input anchor 
points from Rhino

10) Input into Kangaroo. 
Create similation controls

11) Run Simulation 12) Create inflated 
mesh. Use Weaverbird 
to smooth mesh before 

baking
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3D Renders
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 For this project I wanted to create an intimate and ambient environment that doesn’t detract from Colin 
Stetson’s performance. Stetson uses many extended techniques in his playing such as overtones and I 
wanted my design to reflect this. The third harmonic is the basis for the structure of the form.

I decided to work with inflatables for similar reasons to why designers started to experiment with it in the 
60’s:
 -to break away from the rigid rectangular shape used in most stages.
 -to break away from the traditional function of a stage. Rather then separate the performer from  
 the audience I wanted to create an intimate environment in which the audience is invited into the  
 performer’s space.
 -because it is cheap, light weight and easy to transport and assemble.

Inflation also reflects on what is central to Stetson’s sound, air flow and breath.

Natural light pours in through the skin of the inflated surface which 
vibrates to the frequencies of Stetson’s horn, creating a surreal and 

engaging sonic, kinetic and visual experience for the audience.



Visit http://djunalee.weebly.com for more information on this project:


